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Abstract
tvlany of the facility location models discussed in the literature are determinis-
tic and static, meaning that all parameters are known with certainty and are
assumed not to change over time. Clearly, such models have limited use in
today's global business environment in which demands, costs, travel distances,
and the availability of suppliers can change on a moment's notice. In this thesis
we develop "reliability" models, based on the P-median problem, to address
the issue of "supply-side" uncertainty, in which we minimize various "failure
cost" objectives. The terms reliability and supply-side uncertainty describe
the class of problems that optimize some objective when various components
of a system fail. Facilities may fail for a number of reasons including labor
strikes, severe weather, or changes in ownership. We define the failure cost
of a system as the sum of the transportation costs from customers to their
assigned facilities, given that one or more facilities in the system have failed.
We combine clements of stochaStic, robust, and reliable optimization meth-
ods and develop three new reliability performance measures that incorporate
scenario planning techniques. Stochastic methods typically minimize expected
costs while robust methods generate solutions that perform well over all pos-
sible scenarios by minimizing the worst-case scenario cost. \Ve look at bot h
classes of models in the context of minimizing various objectives when facil-
ities in the s~'stem fail. We also dewlap a reliability \'Cfsion of Sn~'der and
Daskin's ('2003) stodwstic ]Hobust location problem. We solw each measure
\\'ith :\~lPL/CPLEX and problem-specific heuristics. which arc based on the
greed~' algorithm and exchange heuristic. and provide computational results.
Chapter 1
Introduction
Nearly all public and private organizations in the planning and developmental
stages face issues concerning facility location. For example, owners of restau-
rants, stores, and other small businesses must determine locations that will
serve a nHL-ximum number of potential customers. The decision is more com-
plex for large corporations whose goals are to ma.-ximize profit throughout a
complete supply chain of factories, distribution centers, and retailers. Cities
of all sizes require certain public facilities, such as hospitals and schools, to
comply with regulations governing acceptable travel times to the facilities and
the percentage of the population served by them.
Beginning in the 1960s, models were developed to help decision-makers in
these various organizations optimize objectives such as locating the minimum
number of facilities required to meet customer demand, minimizing average
and maximum demand-weighted distances between facilities, and minimizing
fixed costs and transportation costs associated with various facility location
configurations (Current. Daskin. and Schilling 2001). These original models
an' determinist ic and st atic, mcaning that all parameters arc known wit h
certaint~· and arc assumcd not to change oYer time.
.,
1.1 Motivation from the Business World
Clearly, such models have limited use in today's global business environment
in which demands, costs, travel distances, and the availability of suppliers
can change on a moment's notice. Estimates of parameters, such as demand,
may be inaccurate due to forecasting or measurement errors, changing market
trends, or other factors.
Flexibility in the supply chain is crucial to avoid disaster when facilities
fail. For instance, a fire caused by a lightning strike at a major semiconductor
supplier paralyzed single-sourced Ericsson and cost the company $400 million
in potential revenue, while its major competitor Nokia emerged relatively un-
scathed because of its network of backup suppliers (Latour 2001). In a similar
incident, Toyota experienced losses of $195 million due to the company's just-
in-time philosophy, which single-sourced many parts and unknowingly created
vulnerabilities in the supply chain. General Motors also endured significant
decreases in sales due to a labor strike that caused vehicle shortages and sent
potential customers to its competition (White 1998). t\lartha and Vratimos
(2002) provide further motivation and strategies for making demand-based
supply chains better able to handle unexpected events.
r.lodcls that incorporate uncertainty are especially important in facility lo-
cation problems because of the strategic (long-term) nature of the decisions
and significant capital outla~' that is often required. A company simpl~' cannot
afford to relocate \\'arehouses and distribution centers as costs and customer
demands shift O\'l'r time. so taking these uncertainties into account in the plan-
ning pha~l' is crucial. The term uncertainty broadly categorizes a number of
modeling approaches. and for clarit~· \H' next outline the classification scheme
t hat will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis,
1.2 Classification of Uncertainty
In the broadest sense, optimization problems contain uncertainty when one or
more parameters are random, in contrast to the deterministic certainty prob-
lems discussed above. \Vithin uncertainty problems, there are multiple ap-
proaches to optimization, such as robust optimization, stochastic optimization,
and reliable optimization. Please refer to Figure 1.1 for a visual representation
of our taxonomy.
We incorporate Snyder's (2003) distinction between "demand-side" un-
certainty (uncertainty in input parameters such as costs and demands) and
"supply-side" uncertainty (uncertainty in the availability of facilities in the
solution itself). In this classification, demand-side uncertainty encompasses
robust optimization and stochastic optimization, while supply-side uncertainty
refers to reliable optimization.
Robust optimization finds solutions that perform well in all possible sce-
narios of futurc conditions, though not nccessarily optimally in any spccific
situation (Snydcr 2003). Random paramctcrs may fall into known continuous
valuc rangcs or thcy may bc describcd using "scenario planning." Thc sccnario
planning approach gcncratcs 11 number of potcntial scenarios, in which each
·Supply·side"'Demand·side"
Continuous
Va'ue
Range
Scenario Continuous
Planning Value
Range
Scenario
Plann'ng
Ur,":.nC\,'il pX>bat)'l.ty
c's~i,blt.;on
Knewn probabi~,ty
C·s~r;btt.'on
Fi~url' 1.1: Cb~~if1cati0n of l'nccrLlinty Prohlem:;.
scenario is a possible realization of the input parameters. In either case, spe-
cific probability distributions are unknown for the random parameters. Typi-
cal objectives of robust optimization problems are to minimize the maximum
system wide cost or regret. The term regret refers to the difference in cost
between a particular solution and the optimal solution, if the parameters had
been known in advance.
In contrast, stochastic optimization typically minimizes the expected cost
of the system. Stochastic models produce solutions that perform well in the
long run, but may perform badly in some worst case or unlikely situations.
Random parameters usually have a known probability distribution, and for
our purposes we will assume this is always the case. The probability distri-
butions may be discrete or continuous, although continuous distributions are
very difficult to solve and have not received much attention in the literature.
We will usc discrete distributions in several of our scenario-based models.
Reliable optimization models, which address uncertainty on the supply-
side, differ significantly from the previous two models. These models produce
solutions that perform well when part of the system fails. In the context of
facility location, a failure can result from events such as labor strikes, se\'ere
weather, or changes in oWllership. This novel approach to supply chain man-
agement was developed by Snyder (2003) and Snyder and Daskin (2004). The
objecti\'C's arc to minimize either the expected failure cost or the nHLximum
failure cost, where "failure cost" is defined as t he transportation cost when
a facilit~· fails. The models produce trade-off curves betweell daily operating
costs and the reliability of the system.
1.3 Research Contributions
This thesis combines clements of robust. stochastic. and reliable optimization
mudels. Three new reliability performancc measures arc dewloped that in-
corpl'ratt' scenario planning methods. which to date han' been restricted to
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stochastic and robust models. The measures are classified as reliable because
our approach utilizes scenarios of various combinations of facility failures. Each
scenario may be assigned a probability of occurring, depending on the perfor-
mance measure. These formulations allow greater flexibility because multiple
simultaneous facility failures and dependencies in the failures can be mod-
eled. The models are viewed as extensions of the P-median problem, which is
discussed in Section 2.2.
The first measure minimizes the expected failure cost of a system using a
scenario planning approach. It combines stochastic and reliable optimization
techniques because the scenarios of facility failure follow a discrete distribution
and we minimize expected system wide failure cost. This model is concerned
with achieving optimal costs in the long-run.
The second measure minimizes the ma.ximum failure cost across scenarios.
Because of the minima.x failure cost structure, this model is classified as robust
and reliable. There are no specific probabilities associated with the scenarios.
The model minimizes the worst-casc failure cost across sccnarios. Both of
these measures are based on the work of Snyder (2003).
The third mea.'iure is a blend of all three types of optimization: robust,
stochastic, and reliable. Snyder and Daskin (2003) introduce the concept of
stochastic p-robust optimization, and we extend this model to cOYer reliability
by incorporating scenarios of facility failure. The objectiye is stochastic be-
cause the expected failure cost of the system is minimized and the scenarios
follow a discrete distribution. The concept of ]Hobustness introduces a regret
constraint in which the failure cost in eyery scenario must be wit hin lOOpS{ of
optimal. This measure is similar to the first. with the addition of the regret
const raint.
Each of the models arc formulated and discussed in greater det ail. \ \'e
explain specific heuristics that were dewloped to solw the problcms. pro\'ide
cl)mputatil)nal results. and discuss insights that can lw gained from thesc ncw
reliability performancc 1l1c,smcs.
1.4 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we re-
view some of the related facility location literature. We discuss the P-median
problem, which forms the basis of our models, and several solution techniques
including the greedy algorithm and exchange heuristic. We then survey the
literature on relevant stochastic, robust, and reliable optimization models, and
briefly examine scenario-planning literature from the business and decision sci-
ences perspectives. In Chapter 3 we formulate and solve the Scenario-Based
Reliability P-Median Problems for the Expected and Maximum Failure Cost
cases, and also the Scenario-Based p-Robust Stochastic Reliability Problem.
We explain our problem-specific heuristics and include computational results
comparing the performance of the AMPLjCPLEX models with our heuris-
tics. Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes our work and offers suggestions for future
research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Current, Daskin, and Schilling (2001) identify eight basic deterministic facil-
ity location models: set covering, maximal covering, P-center, P-dispersion,
P-median, fixed charge, hub, and maxisum. The first two problems locate
facilities based on the assumption that demand is "covered" if it is within a
certain distance froll1 the supplier. The P-center problem locates P facilities
such that the maximum distance from any customer to its assigned supplier
is minimized. The P-dispersion problem also locates P facilities, but it maxi-
mizes t he distance between t he two closest facilities. The P-median and fixed
charge problems arc t he focus of this research and arc furt her explained below.
The goal of the 1mb problem is to minimize the transportation cost of moving
goods bet\\w'n 1mb and non-hub facilities in "hub and spokc" systems. Finall~·.
the maxisum problem is used to locate "undesirable" facilities, such as prisons.
and seeks to maximize the (kmand-\H'ighted dist ance betwcen customers and
their assigned facilities. The interested reader is encouraged to \"iew Da."kin
(1995) and DrcZIlcr (1995) for detailed information onmodcl formulations and
solution methods. Fllr gcneral information on supply chain managl'n1l'l1t sec
Si1l1chi-Lc\·i. I'a1l1il1sk~·. and Simchi-Lc\"i ('2000).
2.2 The P-Median Problem
This research most closely relates to the P-median problem (PMP), which
locates P facilities such that the transportation cost between customers and
their assigned facilities is minimized. The PMP was first introduced by Hakimi
(1964; 1965) in the context of optimally placing "switching centers" on a net-
work. The following notation can be used to formulate the model:
Sets
I = set of customers, indexed by i
J = set of potential facility locations, indexed by j
Parameters
hi = annual demand at customer i E I
elij = cost per unit to ship from facility location j E J to customer i E I
P = numbcr of facilitics to locate
Decision Variables
{
I,
Xj =
0,
{
I,
Yi) =
0,
if a facility is opcncd at location j
othcrwise
if a facility at location j E J servcs customcr i E I
othcrwisc
The PMP is formulated as follows:
minimize
subject to
LLhidijYij
iE[ jEJ
y.. < XI) - )
X) E {O,l}
YijE{O,l}
Vi E I
Vi E I, Vj E J
Vj E J
Vi E I, Vj E J
(2.1 )
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
The objective function (2.1) minimizes the total transportation cost be-
tween customers and their assigned facilities. Constraints (2.2) require each
customer to be assigned to exactly one facility. Constraints (2.3) are called
"linking constraints": a customer may only be assigned to a facility if it is
opened. Constraint (2.4) requires exactly P facilities to be opened. Finally,
Constraints (2.5) and (2.6) require the decision variables to be binary. It is
sufficient for Constraints (2.6) to be written as }~j 2: 0 Vi E I, Vj E J without
loss of integrality in the optimal solution. If }~j is interpreted as the pcrccnt
of customer i's demand that is satisfied by a particular facility j, then in the
optimal solution, all of a customer's demand will be supplied by a single fa-
cility (Yi) = 1) since customers are assigned to facilities with the minimum
transport a t ion cost, or t he closest open fad Ii ty.
The uncapacitated fixed charge location model (UFLP: Balinski, 1965) is
closely related to the P~IP. It requires the following additional parameter:
f J = fixed cost of opening facility j E J
,lilt! can be formulated b~' substituting the following for the objectiyc function
(2.1 ):
minimize)" fiX 7 + )")" h,d,.} ~7
4..-' - • ~~ J •
.iE.T 1EI .iE.7
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(2.7)
The constraints are identical to the PMP, except that Constraint (2.4)
is no longer needed because the model opens the proper number of facilities
to minimize the total fixed and transportation costs of satisfying customer
demand. The models presented in this work are based on the PMP, but can
easily be transformed into the UFLP depending on the modeler's preferences.
It should also be noted that there is a capacitated version of this problem
(Daskin 1995) in which each facility has a limit on the amount of demand it
can serve.
2.3 Solution Techniques
i\lost facility location problems are classificd as NP-hard, and thcrcfore tra-
ditional solution tcchniques utilizing polynomial-time algorithms cannot bc
uscd. Instcad, thcrc arc two common ways to approach thesc problcms: exact
algorithms and hcuristics. Exact algorithms arc guarantccd to find an cxact
solution, whilc hcuristics find good solutions to thc problcm rclativcly quickly,
but thcrc is no guarantcc of optimality.
Lagrangian rclaxation is among the bcst-known cxact algorithms for solv-
ing facility location problcms. This method crcatcs a dual problcm by omitting
thc constraints that makc the problcm difficult to solvc. In cxchangc for re-
moving t hosc constraints. a pcnalty tcrm is addcd to t hc objcctivc function.
:\ techniquc called "subgradient optimization" is used to find the best penalt!·
terms that giw the tightest lower bound on the optimal solution. An upper
bound is calculated by conycrting the Lagrangian solution into a feasible so-
lut ion. Fisher (1981: 1985) provides two excellent tutorials on this subject for
t he interested H'ader.
There arc t\\"l1 main t~'I1l'S of heuristics: construction heuristics. which CH'-
ate an initial feasible solution. and impron'ment heuristics. which. as the namc
suggests. ,1ttcmpt to impron' an cxisting feasible solution. There arc man~'
t~'I1l'S llf cllnstruction and improwl1lcnt heuristics: we usc' the well-knowll
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"greedy" algorithm and "exchange heuristic" (Teitz and Bart 1968) in this
thesis.
The greedy algorithm iteratively opens facilities that will provide the max-
imum benefit to the objective function. In the context of the PMP, the algo-
rithm runs for P cycles, and at the end of each cycle the facility that provides
the largest reduction in the system wide transportation cost is fixed open. The
fixed open facilities are treated as givens at the start of the next cycle. The
algorithm is "greedy" because it is only concerned with opening the facility
that provides the greatest benefit at the current moment, regardless of future
decisions.
In our case, the exchange heuristic begins with the output of the greedy
algorithm. It considers potential swaps of all pairs of open and closed facilities
and implements the exchange if a pair is found that reduces the objective.
There are several variations of the exchange heuristic: "first improve" and
"bcst improvc." First improvc implcmcnts thc first swap that dccrcascs thc
objectivc. This proccss continues until thcrc is an itcration whcn all opcn and
closed facility pairs arc considcred and no reduction in thc objectivc is found.
Thc best improvc algorithm selects thc pair of facilitics that has thc largest
decrease in thc objective, after all possiblc combinations of open and closed
facilities arc analyzed. The changc is implemcnted and thc process continues.
The algorithm stops when all possible swaps are compared and thc "best"
possible swap has eithcr a zero or positive change in the objecti\'C. We utilize
a blend of the first and best impro\'C algorithms. which is explained in greater
detail in Section 3.2..t.
2.4 Uncertainty in Facility Location lVlodels
\\"e no\\' turn our focus to examine a wide variety of literature that addre~ses
tIll' unccrtaint~· inherent in any t~'pe of supply chain. Simchi-Lcvi. Sn~·d('r. and
\\'ats(~n \2002) f\\fther 1ll0tiv,lte the need for uncertaint~· models and discuss
1:2
the importance of flexibility in the supply chain. Owen and Daskin (1998) and
Daskin, Snyder, and Berger (2004) provide excellent surveys of the research to
date.
Averbakh and Berman (2000) state that there are two main approaches to
addressing the uncertainties of real world data: reactively, through sensitivity
analysis, or proactively, with the use of stochastic programming. They use a
similar definition of stochastic to mean that the probability distributions of
random parameters are known, and distinguish this with "true uncertainty"
situations in which probability distributions are inappropriate or unknown.
Our models examine the "true uncertainty" situations utilizing a scenario
planning approach. We first provide a background on scenario planning and
then survey the literature on stochastic, robust, and reliable optimization mod-
els. These models serve as a foundation for the reliability models that we de-
velop in later sections, which combine various clements of the stochastic and
robust approaches to uncertainty with reliability models.
2.5 Scenario-Planning
Beginning in the 1£)80s, scenario planning recei\'Cd considerablc attention in
the business world H...'i a means of strategic planning and as an alternativc
to traditional forecasting. Whilc forecasting generally invol\'Cs cxtrapolat-
ing business trcnds to predict future outcomcs, scenario planning challcnges
decision-makers to identify internal forces. such as compan~' goals. and exter-
nal forces, such as the cll\'ironment and cconom~·. and ask "what if" questions
about various possible futures. The compan~' dewlops answCfS to these ques-
t ions and in doing so prepares st rat egil's for reacting to a IHtmber of different
scenarios. instead of relying on the futurl' to fall in litH' with current trends.
In this context. the usc of the term scenario planning is qualitatin'. referring
to a tOlll utili7ed hy 'man,lgers to improw the productivity and cffectiwl1css llf
their husiuesses. For furt her information 011 qualitatiw scen,nil)-pL111ning the
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reader is referred to Amara and Lipinski (1983) and Georgantzas and Acar
(1995).
Van der Heijden (1994) argues that scenario planning is more intuitive to
decision-makers than other planning methods because it is based on causality.
The exercise of developing scenarios helps form a solid understanding of the
problem and provides a base for probabilistic planning models that rely on
well-defined alternative options.
When scenarios are used to describe specific parameter values for specific
applications, scenario planning can be thought of as a qualitative strategic
planning method. rvlobasheri, Orren, and Sioshansi (1989) present a case
study in which scenario-planning techniques helped electric utilities company
Southern California Edison regain control after the strikes and oil crisis of the
1970s. Mulvey (1996) discusses the merits of a scenario-planning system that
was installed at Towers Perrin, a pension management company. Vanston,
Frisbie, Lopreato, and Poston (1977) develop a qualitative 12-step scenario
generation technique.
Sheppard (197.1) was the first to suggest the use of scenarios in facility
location, though he docs not formally include scenario-based uncertainty in his
models. Owen (1999) provides an O\'erview of relevant literature and develops
scenario planning-based facility location models that incorporate uncertainty.
2.6 Stochastic Location Models
Louwaux (1986) \\'as among t he first to transform the original determinist ic
facility locationlllodeis into 2-stagc stochastic programs in \\'hich the first stage
determincs the location and size of the facilities and the second stage allocates
production capacity ba.-oed on unccrtain demands. Specifically. he focused on
the rFLP and the P:'IP. :\s illustrated below. nl:111:" authors haw dewloped
exte11silms of the P:'IP by incorporating \'arious elemcnts of u11certainty. and
om rc"e;1rch. which also uses this popular model ;lS a hase. is 110 exception.
tvlirchandani, Oudjit, and Wong (1985) develop a multidimensional (mul-
tiple objective or multiple scenario) version of the PMP with stochastic travel
costs and demands. They define a method of transforming the multidimen-
sional PMP into a deterministic PMP with a larger node set and solve the prob-
lem using Lagrangian relaxation and the subgradient method (Fisher 1981;
1985).
Weaver and Church (1983) develop solution procedures for Mirchandani
and Odoni's (1979) stochastic network P-median model. They solve the spe-
cific application of locating ambulance stations considering three scenarios of
quiet, normal, and rush hours in which the demand and travel distances are
uncertain.
While not a PMP, Carson and Batta (1990) solve a similar problem utilizing
scenario planning to locate a single ambulance on a specific college campus to
minimize system wide average response time. The authors construct a network
of campus locations, weight the nodes relative to the number of calls received
by each node, and solve the scenario-based stochastic model heuristically. The
scenarios describe the locations of the campus population throughout a 24-hour
time period.
The next two models are not based on the Pi\lP, but are related to this
research and provide relevant background. Eppen, i\lartin, and Schrage (1989)
den'lop a "multiproduct, multiplant, multiperiod capacity planning problem"
to assist General i\lotors in making strategic manufacturing facility location
and configuration decisions. Their model is a stochastic program with re-
course that maximizes the present value of the expected discounted cash flows
O\'l'r opt imist ie, st anoard, and pessimist ic scenarios t tat incorporate \'arious
economic and demand factors.
Ghosh and :'lcLafTerty (1%2) dewlap a model to locate new supermarkets
in uncl'rtain future marketing cnvironml'nh, such that tIll' solution is nC,H
pptimal in l'wr~' scenario. Thc~' solw the stochastic model with an exchange
hemistic ,md provide analytic,l results.
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Snyder and Daskin (2003) form a new optimization measure called stochas-
tic p-robust optimization that combines the typical objectives of stochastic and
robust models. This work was previously introduced in Section 1.3. They min-
imize the expected cost (or regret) while bounding the relative regret in each
scenario, and the scenarios have assigned probabilities of occurring. The model
is formulated both as a PMP and UFLP and is solved using variable-splitting
(also known as Lagrangian decomposition).
2.7 Robust Location Models
Gupta and Rosenhead (1968) and Rosenhead, Elton and Gupta (1972) were
among the first to formally define robustness measures in optimization models.
However, they focus on decisions made over time, whereas we are concerned
with modeling decisions made in the present that will perform well over all
possible realizations of random data parameters. We explore other defini-
tions of robustness below, and provide examples in the areas of manufacturing
systems layout, international sourcing, and network design. The concept of
p-robustness is also discussed.
~luIYe~', Vanderbei. and Zenios (1995) develop a robust optimization formu-
lation that combines goal programming with scenario-based planning. Their
model generates a trade-off cun'e between solution robustncss ("close" to op-
timal for all scenarios) and model robustncss ("almost" feasible for all scenar-
ios) and is illustrated with se\'('ral examples. including the well-known diet
problem. The dist inguishing charactC'ristic of t his model is a penalty func-
t ion that controls model robust nC'ss for "'Hiablcs dependent on random data.
They discuss the lwnC'fits of robust optimization o\'('r both stochastic linear
programming. another pr'Ol1ctil'c approach to handling data uncertaint~·. and
sensiti\·it~· anal~·sis. a rcacti\'(' approach.
I~oUYl'lis. I\ura\\'an\,ala. and Guti6rrez (199:2) construct algorithms that
generate robust b~\IUt designs for m,11lufacturing s~'stems. Their definition of
robustness, that the solution is close to optimal over every scenario, though
not necessarily optimal in any specific one, is consistent with ours. To bound
the set of possible solutions, they develop an important performance measure
that Snyder (2003) later coins as p-robustness: any solution must be within
p% of optimal for any possible scenario, where p is some constant specified
by the modeler. The solution method solves the problem for all scenarios and
then uses branch and bound to generate a portfolio of solutions that are within
the acceptable p% of optimal.
Gutierrez and Kouvelis (1995) develop a scenario-based robustness ap-
proach to the complex problem of international sourcing. Exchange rates and
inflation are critical and unique components to this problem and are handled
in scenarios. This approach allows the decision-maker to investigate relation-
ships between variables and specify correlation where appropriate. The model
is a p-robust minimax regret UFLP that calculates the N best solutions that
hedge performance against the realized exchange rates. Gutierrez, Kouvelis,
and Kurawarwala (1996) formulate a similar ]1-robust uncapacitated network
design model to minimize routing and fixed costs. They use scenarios to rep-
resent the random routing costs and node flow volumes. Note that this work
forms the basis of Snyder and Daskin's (2003) stochastic ]Hobust optimization
model. which was discussed in Section 2.6.
A\'(~rbakh and Berman (2000) formulate a minimax regret location model
for a I-mcdian network problem with uncertain demands (node weights). The
weights fall in some knowll interval. but the actual distribution is uncertain.
In our t aXOIlom~·. this model is classified as a cont inuous value approach to a
robust problem. The authors usc similar definitions. and n{er to it as a robust
problem for tIll' ca."t' of "true \lncert aint~·." They dcwlop t he first pol~'nomial­
t ill1e algorit hm for thc robust I-median problem on a gClleral Ill'twork.
Da."kill. He."st'. and ReVelle (1997) discuss various objectiws of scenario-
planniIlg models. such ,1S optimizing the expected (stoc!1<lstic) or worst-C,1SC
(wbust) system pcrformancl' and millimizing the expected or \\"t)[st-ca."c regret
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over a number of possible scenarios that incorporate randomness in demands
and transportation costs. They state weaknesses of these models and develop
the a-reliable minimax regret PMP that optimizes the worst-case regret over
an endogenously determined set of scenarios whose total probability is at least
some pre-specified level a. Their model presents a "portfolio of solutions" to
the decision-maker corresponding to the tradeoff between cost and reliability
level. The authors refer to a as the reliability level, but in light of our defini-
tions given in Section 1.2, a is actually considered a measure of robustness.
Lastly, not all authors concur on the definition of robustness. Bundschuh,
Klabjan, and Thurston (2003) define robustness as the "extent to which a
system is able to perform its intended function relatively well in the presence
of failures of components or subsystems" (p. 2). They formulate a network
flow model that adds redundancies to the system and limits how much a single
supplier can source a particular component to hedge against supplier failures.
This definition is very similar to Snyder's (2004) definition of 1'cliability, which
is covered in the next section. Bundschuh, et al. define reliability as "the
probability that a system or a component performs its specified function as
intended within a given time horizon and environment" (p. 2).
2.8 Reliable Location Models
The literature on reliability models is considerably sparser than that of the
robust models, a.'l noted by Snyder (2003). Schilling (1982) made an early
contribution to this area with his Set Cmuing Options Analysis and ~laximal
CO\'Cring Options Analysis models that present various scenario-dependent fa-
cilit~· locat ion configurat ions. His models dela~' different iat ion between the
confignrations a~ the number of facilities is increased. allowing morc time be-
fOH' the decision-maker must commit to a specifk option. which is in effect.
dynamic pwgramming. He dewlaps a tr;\lle-off curw between till' jWrCl'nt ;lge
of Cl1mll10n facilitics and the IHlmbcr of facilities. HO\\'l'wr. Daskin. Hopp. and
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Medina (1992) later find that Schilling's model produces sub-optimal results
under certain scenarios.
Schilling's models have elements of robustness and reliability. Delaying
the facility location decisions and choosing facilities that are optimal in the
greatest number of scenarios exhibits robust behavior. However, Schilling hints
at the need for reliable models in the sense that each facility is chosen to hedge
against "disruptive events." He does not explicitly mention facility failure, but
his reasoning coincides with a reliability approach to facility location. He also
argues that scenarios are useful in developing contingency plans to deal with
negative future situations.
Vidal and Goetschalckx (1997) underscore the lack of research on global
logistics systems with random parameters. They offer a review of "strategic
production-distribution models," discuss some of the same added complexi-
ties of international models as Gutierrez and Kouvelis (1995), and formulate
a model that includes supplier reliability. Vidal and Goetschalckx (2000) de-
velop a complete model for the global supply chain, which is quite complex
at the international level. The model determines all types of facility locations
and their capacities, the set of suppliers and transportation channels, and the
amount of raw materials and finished goods at evcry location of the supply
chain. The added uncertainty greatly complicates the model, but is necessary
to model reality more accurately. The authors usc probabilities for random
parameters such as demand. lead time. exchange rates. and supplier reliability.
Supplier reliability is modeled by the combination of random safct~· stock and
lead time parameters.
Sn~'dcr and Daskin (200.1) incorporate r('Jiabilit~· into the P~IP and UFLP.
Their models locate facilities to minimize the system cost while taking into
consideration tIll' expected transportation costs incurred when facilities fail.
They solw "expected [;1 ihm.' cost"· modds using Lagrangian relaxation and
<!cwll1p a tra(k-off curn' hct\\w'n the s~-stem operating cost when all facilities
are m-;lilalJle and the expected costs of failures. Snyder t::!003) also formulates
and solves reliability models for the "maximum failure cost" case.
2.9 Conclusion
The research presented in this section has illustrated a variety of facility
location models that address uncertainty from the demand side (stochastic
and robust models) and from the supply side (reliable models). Our goal is
to combine these optimization techniques and develop new reliability perfor-
mance measures that incorporate scenario planning. These models will provide
decision-makers with a richer understanding of the effects of uncertainty in the
supply chain.
Chapter 3
Scenario-Based Reliability
Models
3.1 Introduction
The scenario-based reliability performance measures presented in the follow-
ing chapters combine clements of stochastic, robust, and reliable optimization
techniques. The models arc based on the Pi\lP, and have objectives that arc
typically thought of as stochastic and/or robust, such as minimizing expected
or maximum costs. \Ve transform these objectives into reliability measures
by optimizing 0\"Cr various scenarios of facility failures. What wcrc previ-
ousl)' thought of as "operating costs" (normal transportation costs) arc now
considered "failure costs" becausc wc calculate the transportation costs from
customers to t heir a~signed facilities when componcnts of the system fail.
Before \\'c discuss the models in detail. we return briefly to the taxonom)'
introduced in Section 1.2 to make an important clarification, Our models arc
cla~sifil'd as reliability models. e\'Cn though t he~' include stochastic and robust
characteristics. because they deal with s~'stem performance gi\'Cn supply-sick
uncert ai nt ies. Our models to not explicit l~' consider demand-side lmccrt aint ies
in parameters such as trnnsportation costs. dcmancb. and distances. but they
Cl1uld Ill' extended in future research to include both types of uncertaint~', For
~l
instance, scenarios could be used to capture increased transportation costs
incurred when facilities fail. For now we assume that demand-side parameters
remain constant throughout the optimization.
3.1.1 Existing Reliability Models
We now revisit the "maximum failure cost" (MFC) and "expected failure cost"
(EFe) reliability models developed by Snyder (2003) and Snyder and Daskin
(2004) because our models directly build on their research. Both of their mod-
els hedge against failures in the system and minimize the multiple objectives
of operating costs and failure costs. (As an aside, the models developed in
this thesis all have single objectives: to minimize some form of failure cost in
a specific manner.)
The r-.IFC model bounds the greatest failure cost that can result from
a facility failure. Each customer is assigned to one primary and one backup
facility, which is sufficient because only one facility may fail at a time. Because
of the model's minimax structure, a common criticism is that the solution may
be o\'erly consen'ati\'e because it optimizes based on highly unlikely worst case
scenarios.
Snyder (2003) argues that the EFC model is more realistic because proba-
bility information is included. The model seeks to minimize the weighted sum
of t hc day-to-day operating cost and the expected failure cost. Each facility is
,
rla~sified as cit hcr "failablc" or "non-failable:' and all failablc facilities han'
the same probabilit~·of failure. All customers arc assigned to a primary facility
and a set of backup facilities that can satisfy demand if the primary facility
faib. This a~signment strateg~' permits multiple sinmltancous failures becausl'
as their a~signed facilities fail. customers arc repeatedly a~signcd to backup
faeilitic'i. This occurs until customers arc a~signcd to a non-failable facility.
which requires 110 furt her b~lckups.
3.1.2 Advantages of Scenario-based Reliability Models
The scenario-based models presented in this thesis have several advantages
over the existing reliability models. First, there is no need for explicit customer
assignments to primary and backup facilities and facilities are not classified as
failable or non-failable. However, multiple simultaneous failures can still be
modeled, and in addition, dependence among facility failures can be captured
through the choice of scenarios. The ability to model facility dependence gives
decision-makers a more accurate depiction of reality. For instance, it is likely
that if one facility fails because of a weather-related incident, other facilities
in the immediate geographical area will also experience problems and need to
close. Another possible situation is one in which the set of potential facilities
is composed of multiple companies under different ownership. For example,
say that companies A, Band C represent the potential suppliers and for some
reason, such as a labor strike or bankruptcy, company B becomes unavailable.
We can model the scenario in which all facilities owned by company B fail
simultaneously, and in doing so depict facility interdependence.
A :-iecond advantage of the scenario-based approach is that each scenario
(and thus each facility failure or set of facility failures) is allowed a unique
probability of occurring, in contrast with the global facility failure parameter
in Snyder's (2003) EFC model. In both cases, the probability is interpreted as
the long-run percentage of time that facilities are unavailable. This pertains
only tot hc stochastic models, since the mininHLx structure of the robust models
docs not rcquire probability information.
We will now delvc into a detailed explanation of each of the three ncw
scenario-based reliability performance measures. In each ca::-:e, wc gin' an
owrview of thc model. (bcuss the problem formulation, and explain solut ion
techniques. including the problem-specific heuristics that \n're dewlopcd. To
conclude each discussion. \H' prO\'idc computational results and insights gained
fr\)m test ing the model.
3.2 Expected Failure Cost Problem
3.2.1 Introduction
The Scenario-Based Reliability Expected Failure Cost P-Median Problem (SB-
RPfvlP-EFC) is based on the PMP and minimizes the expected failure cost of
a system over the long term. As in the PMP, we assume that our costs are
the per-unit transportation costs from customers to their assigned facilities.
Unlike the PMP, customers may not always be assigned to their closest open
facilities because of failures in the system. Recall that we define "failure cost"
as the overall system cost, given facility failures, and not the increase in trans-
portation cost from a normally functioning system. The objective is stochastic
because we define specific scenarios of facility failure that are assigned discrete
probabilities of occurring and minimize the expected cost.
3.2.2 Notation
~luch of the notation used in the PMP is reused in this model. We let I
be the set of customers, indexed by i, and J be the set of potential facility
locations, indexed by j. Set 5, indexed by s, is the set of all possible scenarios,
identified by the modeler, in which zero, one, or many facility failures occur.
The only logical requirement for 5 is that there cannot exist scenarios in which
all facilities fail simultaneously because this would render the optimization
problem infeasible.
As ill the P:-'IP. P is the IHIIHber of facilities to locate, h; is the annual
demand at customer i. and d;j is the per-unit cost to ship from facility location
j to customer i. Additionally. \\'e define oJ,. ns n binnry pnrillneter that is 1 if
f;1cility j fails in scenario sand Ootherwbe.
The flnal paramcter. q•. is thc long-tenn probabilit~·wit h which each scc-
nario occurs. Sn~'dcr (2003) and O\\Tn (1999) ha\'c commented that such
discrete pwbability distrilmtions 11[e dif11cult to define. which nw~' be \'jc\\n!
as a weakness of this model. However, the scenario-based approach provides
different insights and advantages, as discussed above, not addressed by the
continuous value range models. It simply comes down to the modeler's needs
and preferences.
The SB-RPMP-EFC makes two decisions, each represented by a binary
variable: which facilities to open and how to optimally assign customer demand
to the open facilities across scenarios. Xj is 1 if a facility is opened at location
j and 0 otherwise. Yijs is 1 if customer i is served by facility location j in
scenario sand 0 otherwise.
3.2.3 Formulation
The SB-RP~IP-EFC is formulated as:
minimize
subject to
L L L q.,hidij }~js
iEl jEJ .<ES
L }'i)" = 1
jEJ
XjE{O,l}
)")'< E {O.l}
(3.1 )
Vi E I, "Is E S (3.2)
Vi E I, Vj E J, "Is E S (3.3)
(3.4)
Vj E J (3.5)
Vi E 1. Vj E .1, "Is E S (3.G)
The objectiw function (3.1) minimizes the expected transport ation cost
(faihlrl' cost) for the system across all scenarios. Constraints (3.2) guarantee
that all cllstomers arc assigned to exactly one facility in every scenario. i\ote
t hat customer assignments may change in various scenarios because of the
facilit~· failures.
Constraints (3.3) alkm' a customer i to 1)(' assigned to a facilit~· j if and
onl~' if th,1t Llcility is open and ha.'" not failed in the particular scenario s. This
(,1nstr,1int is an extension of the P~IP linking cl1I1straint. In the P~IP. it is
sufficient to have Yij ~ Xj Vi E I, Vj E J, meaning that a customer cannot be
assigned to a closed facility, but we have the additional problem of preventing
customers from being assigned to facilities that have failed in the particular
scenario s. Constraint (3.4) opens exactly P facilities.
Constraints (3.5) and (3.6) are standard integrality constraints. Like in
the P~'lP, it is sufficient for constraint (3.6) to be relaxed to Yijs 2: 0 Vi E
I, Vj E J, Vs E S without loss of integrality in the optimal solution. This is
possible because if Yijs is interpreted as the percent of customer i's demand
that is satisfied by a particular facility j, then in the optimal solution, all
of a customer's demand will be supplied by a single facility (Yijs = 1) since
customers are assigned to facilities with the minimum transportation cost, or
the closest open facility that has not failed.
3.2.4 Solution Methods
Introduction
We solve the SB-RPMP-EFC using AMPL/CPLEX and a problem-specific
heuristic, implemcnted in C++, that is bascd on the grcedy algorithm and cx-
change heuristic (Teitz and Bart 1968). The Ai\lPL/CPLEX implemcntation
is straightforward and can be found in Appcndix A, so we use this scction to
discuss our C++ algorithm.
Greedy Algorithm
Our wrsion of the grced~' algorithm selects P facilities for the initial solution
from the set .7. On the first pa:;s, the facility with the minimum total trans-
port at ion cost for aIJ cust omers is fixed open. On the second through the p t"
passe,,,;, t he candidate facility that minimizes the s~'stem transport ation cost.
giwn the pfl'\'iousl~' opened facilities, is choscn. To make this decision. l'very
cust oml'r is <lssigned either tot heir currcnt assignmcnt or the candidate fa-
cilit~·. which cwr one yiclds a lower transportation cost. and the ohjcctiw is
calculated. This is repeated for all candidates and the one that minimizes the
system cost is fixed open and customers are reassigned accordingly.
It is important to note that the objective calculated is not the expected
failure cost because we are not considering scenarios at this point. This is
necessary to prevent infeasibility issues while constructing the initial configu-
ration. For instance, if we have opened facility j and are considering candidate
facility k, and in a particular scenario both of those facilities fail, then it ap-
pears that we have an infeasible solution, when in fact as long as P > 2 the
solution may become feasible. (Other facilities will absorb all of the demand.)
Once we have determined an initial set of P facilities we must verify that
the solution is feasible across all scenarios before the expected failure cost can
be calculated and passed to the exchange heuristic for optimization. To pass
this check, a scenario must not exist in which all opened facilities have failed.
This is computed by counting the number of facilities that are opened and
failed in a particular scenario. If this counter equals P then the solution is
infeu.'.;ible in one, and possibly more, scenarios. To correct this, we swap an
opened and closed facility and recalculate the counter until we have found a
feasible solution or we have exhausted all possible swaps. If the latter is true
the program ends with a message stating that there is an error in the data
file. Note that we do not search for the best swap, just one that makes the
solution feasible. since the optimization is handled by t he exchange heuristic.
It is also important to note the difference in assigning customers to facilities
when sccnarios are takcn into account; the facility must be open and not failed
in the scenario. Customers may be assigned to different facilities in different
scenarios because of reassignments due to facility failures. This is a normal
part of the algorithm and is incorporated into our definition of failure cost.
Our greedy algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. bestCost +- MAX
2. loop for pass (1 to P)
(a) loop for all j E J
i. find candidate facility (facility that is currently closed)
ii. if pass = 1 assign all customers (i E 1) to candidate facility j
III. else assign all customers (i E I) to the closer of candidate
facility j or current assignment
IV. calculate failureCost
v. if failureCost < bestCost then
A. bestFacility +- j
B. bestCost +- failureCost
(b) open bestFacility
(c) assign all customers (i E I) to closest open facility
Exchange Heuristic
As discussed in Section 2.3 there are two types of exchange heuristics: "first
improve" and "best improve." First improve swaps the first pair of open
and closed facilities that reduces the objective. Best improve considers all
possible exchanges before a swap is implemented and chooses the best one.
First improyc tends to favor facilities in the beginning of the sets of opened
and closed facilities and best impro\'e is less efficient because of the number of
computations required before a swap is made. We develop a hybrid of these
two methods in which the "best" closed facility is swapped with the current
opell fadlit~· in consideration. :\ more detailed explanation of our approach
follows.
For a giwn open facilit~· \H' consider all possible exchanges wit h closed facil-
ities h~' making temporar~'S\\'aps and calculating the expected failure costs. If
an improH'mcnt in the objectiH' is found (objecth'e \'alue decreased) we store
this configuration. and implement t he be~t swap for the open facility. provided
that it reduces the objective and P~1SS(,S the feasibility test as de..-cribed abo\'(',
This process is repeated for all othcr opm facilities.
If we cannot improve the objective by swapping any of the closed facilities
with a particular open facility, we set a marker at that facility. The heuristic
continues until we consider every other open facility and there is still no im-
provement in the objective. (The marker is unset when an improvement in the
objective is found.) The purpose of the marker is to verify that all possible
combinations of swaps have been considered before the algorithm ends with
the optimized solution.
The exchange heuristic can be summarized as follows:
1. bestCost +- initialGreedyCost
2. improved +- false
3. marker +- -1
4. loop for all opell facilities j E J
(a) loop for all closed facilities k E J
i. swap open facility j and closed facility k
ii. if swap passes feasibility test assign customers to closest open
facility in all scenarios and calculate failureCost
1Il. if failureCost < bestCost then
A. save swapped facility IDs
B. bestCost +- failureCost
C. improved +- true
D. marker +- -1
(b) if improved = true then implement best swap
(c) else marker 4- j
(d) assign customers to closest open facility in all scenarios
(c) improwd +- false
(f) if.i = marker STOP
3.2.5 Computational Results
Data Set Generation
\\'c tc::,tcd all of our models \\'ith randoml~' gcncrated data set::'. bcginning
with ,1 "b".-oc c,:,c" of 50 facilitic~. 100 c\lstomers. and 5 ::'cenarios. in which ,')
facilities fail in each of the first four scenarios and there are no failures in the
fifth scenario. We let the most likely scenario (zero facility failures) occur with
probability 0.80, and then equally divided the remaining 0.20 among the other
scenarios, giving each of them a probability of occurrence of 0.05. We wrote a
small C++ program to randomly generate the indices of the facilities that fail
in a particular scenario, given the number of facilities in the problem instance
and the desired number of failures per scenario. The customer and potential
facility location coordinates were chosen uniformly from U[O,lOO] and demand
was randomly assigned to each customer from U[50,500].
We consider the "costs" in this model to be the demand-weighted Euclidean
distances (2:"::iEl 2:"::jEJ hidij }~j.,) between customers and their assigned facilities.
In other words, one unit of distance is equal to one dollar, which is then
weighted by demand, and the expectation over all scenarios is taken to get
the expected failure cost objective. The distances are interpreted as normal
transportation costs if there are no facility failures, and failure costs if there are
customers assigned to non-closest facilities because of failures in the system.
We will loosely use the term "cost" in this way throughout the rest of this
thesis.
l\letrics
We designed our test plan around se\'Cral major goals. First, wc wantcd to
determinc how large a problem could be soh'ed by A~lPL/CPLEX in what
wc considcred to bc a reasonable amount of time, 600 seconds (10 minutes).
We were interested in detecting trends such as the effect of incrcasing various
parameters on the nm times and failure costs. Secondly. \\"c wanted to evaluate
the correctness and efEcienc~' our C++ heuristics in comparison to the A~lPL
modeb. We ran identical data sets through both so that we could objecti\TI~"
e\"aluatt' t he results.
For each test. we recorded the expected failure cost (objectiw). the cpr
nlll time in Sl'Ct1!1<!:-. and the facilitic..; that were opcnc(l. All testing W;1S done
Jll
on a Dell Inspiron 5100 notebook computer with an Intel Pentium 4 Processor
at 2.8 GHz. and 384 MB of memory. We used CPLEX version 8.1.
Results
After solving the base case, we were interested in finding the parameters
(I II, PI ,151 ,P, or number of facility failures per scenario) that had the most
significant effect on the objective value and run time, so we increased a single
parameter at a time until it exceeded our predefined maximum allowable run
time. It is interesting to note the high performance of the C++ heuristic in
relation to the optimal ArvlPL solutions. Our results are summarized in Table
3.1, and the columns are as follows.
I The number of customers in the system.
J The number of facilities in the system.
P The number of facilities to locate.
S The number of scenarios.
Fail/Seen The number of facility failures per scenario.
CPLEX Cost The expected failure cost gi\'en by A~lPL/CPLEX.
CPLEX RT (5) The CPLEX solwr run time in seconds.
Greedy Cost The expectcd failnrc cost after the greedy algorithm was n1l1.
Exchange Cost The expected failure cost after the exclw.nge heuristic was
n1l1.
C++ RT (s) The C++ hcnristic n1l1 timc in scconds. excluding input timc.
~ Error Perccnt crwr bl't\\'l'l'n thc expccted failnrc cosb giwn by CPLEX
and C-'--'-.
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Fail/ CPLEX CPLEX Greedy Exchange C++
I J P S Scen Cost RT (s) Cost Cost RT (s) % Error
100 50 5 5 5 85222 22 92349 85225 5 0.00%
200 50 5 5 5 555849 124 576490 561431 7 1.00%
300 50 5 5 5 1018498 279 1034754 1026482 9 0.78%
400 50 5 5 5 1527688 774 1651197 1527688 15 0.00%
500 50 5 5 5 2000093 487 2144740 2022777 25 1.13%
600 50 5 5 5 > 600 3197868 2787138 27
100 50 5 5 5 85222 22 92349 85225 5 0.00%
100 100 5 5 5 84364 52 88593 84364 0.00%
100 200 5 5 5 80366 60 87373 80366 26 0.00%
100 300 5 5 5 79963 95 85635 79963 50 0.00%
100 400 5 5 5 79963 176 85635 79963 56 0.00%
100 500 5 5 5 79963 289 85835 79963 82 0.00%
100 600 5 5 5 79963 292 85835 79963 113 0.00%
100 700 5 5 5 79958 333 85835 79963 149 0.01%
100 800 5 5 5 > 600 86455 79963 193
100 50 1 5 5 193609 15 312244 193609 1 0.00%
100 50 5 5 5 85222 22 92349 85225 5 0.00%
100 50 20 5 5 43401 5 43968 43447 13 0.11%
100 50 5 5 5 85222 22 92349 85225 5 0.00%
100 50 5 10 5 90392 89 97637 92121 13 1.91%
100 50 5 15 5 86599 174 94868 89572 13 3.43%
100 50 5 20 5 87295 563 93779 87308 21 0.01%
100 50 5 25 5 > 600 9380-1 87817 -\-1
100 50 5 5 5 85222 22 923,19 85225 5 0.00%
100 50 5 5 10 88051 -1-1 95700 897·10 5 1.92%
100 50 5 5 15 89122 33 96884 89651 -1 0.59%
100 50 5 5 20 92861 32 102286 95779 5 3.1-1%
100 50 5 5 25 9·1078 30 10·1877 9·119·1 8 0.12%
100 50 5 10 5 90392 87 97637 92121 13 1.91%
100 50 5 10 10 938·11 293 102363 93841 8 0.00%
100 50 5 10 15 96752 1·13 10509·1 96752 6 0.00%
100 50 5 10 20 102·170 2,\8 112672 106807 5 ·L23~~
100 50 5 10 25 105460 115 12·1·\61 107305 5 1. 75S~'
Table' 3.1: SI3-np~IP-EFC data.
The percent error of the heuristic was generally less than 1%, with a mean
percent error of 0.74%. Our heuristic found the optimal solution in 50% of
the test cases, including all cases when we varied the number of facilities in
the system. Our results suggest that heuristics can be designed that have the
ability to deliver high-performance solutions at a fraction of the run time.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the expected failure cost increased roughly linearly
with the number of customers in the system. This result is somewhat intuitive
because as each customer was added to the system, another transportation cost
term was added to the objective. During these runs, the number of facilities
opened was constant, but the actual facility locations differed depending on the
number of customers. This also makes sense because the demand dispersion
changed from one run to the next as more customer were added to the system.
The location decisions tried to accommodate customers with greater demands
since they contributed larger transportation costs to the objective.
As the number of facilities was increased, the objective approached a limit
of 880,000, as seen in Figure 3.2. The actual dollar value has no significance
because we were working with random data, but it is interesting that the
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objective does not continue to improve after the number of facilities reaches a
certain threshold value. The reasoning is that we saturated our lOOxlOO plane
with potential facility locations and the locations became so closely packed
together that one location did not offer a significant advantage over another
in terms of decreasing the transportation cost. The actual facilities opened
tended to vary slightly between runs because of alternate optimal solutions. It
is also interesting to note that the C++ heuristic found the optimal solution
in all of the test cases in which the number of customers and scenarios was
hcld constant and we varied thc number of facilities. Thus, in Figure 3.2 the
C++ failurc cost (aftcr thc cxchangc hcuristic) and thc AMPL failure cost
lincs blcnd togcthcr making it appcar as though thcrc arc only two lincs on
thc graph whcn in fact thcrc arc thrcc.
Wc could not dctcct any mcaningful relationship bctwccn thc numbcr of
sccnarios and thc expectcd failurc cost, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. As wc
incre3.':ied thc number of scenarios, wc adjusted thc probabilitics with which
the scenarios occurred so that the failurc sccnarios would not bccomc too
unlikely and therefore insignificant in thc analysis. The probability of the
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Number of Scenarios P(fail) P(not fail)
10 0.0375 0.700
15 0.0200 0.720
20 0.0150 0.715
25 0.0125 0.700
Table 3.2: Probabilities with which scenarios occur.
normal transportation cost scenario (no failures) was held around 0.70 and
the failure scenarios varied between approximately 0.01 and 0.04, as shown
in Table 3.2. We also had too few data points to make any valid conclusions
about the effect of the number of failure scenarios on the objective because
the lengthy run times very quickly ended our testing; this will be discussed in
the next section.
Finally, we examined the relationship between the number of facility fail-
ures per scenario and the objective. Figure 3.4 shows that the expected failure
cost increased roughly linearly (fairly slowly) as the number of failures per
scenario increased for both instances of five and ten scenarios. \Ve found that
the objective differed by an additive constant when the number of scenarios
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was doubled from five to ten.
Algorithm Performance
In general, the model run time increased as the magnitude of the parameters
increased, as was first illustrated in Table 3.1. Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 also
show that the CPLEX run times quickly exceeded the maximum allowable run
time, while the C++ run times usually remained less than one minute. (The
spike in Figure 3.5 is an outlier and can be attributed to particular difficulty
in solving that problem instance.) The CPLEX run times increased at a faster
rate than the C++ run times in all test runs. For instance, if the C++ run
time increased linearly, the CPLEX run time increased faster than linearly, or
if C++ remained relatively constant, CPLEX increased roughly linearly.
Somewhat surprisingly, increasing the number of customers was more dif-
ficult for CPLEX to solve than increasing the number of facilities, which was
the opposite of the C++ heuristic. The number of constraints in the problem
grew twice as fast when the number of customers was increased than when
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the number of facilities was increased. This occurred because of the assign-
ment constraint LjEJ fijs = Wi E I, S E 5, and consequently the problem
was more difficult to solve. On the other hand, the most labor-intensive com-
ponent of the C++ heuristic was considering all possible facility exchanges,
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whereas assigning customers to their closest open facilities required much sim-
pler computations.
To further investigate, we define the "size" of the problem to be IIIIJIISI
and consider two problems of size 50,000. In the first problem III = 200, IJI =
50, and lSI = 5 and in the second III = 100, PI = 100, and lSI = 5. Note that
the number of constraints due to (3.4) and (3.3) are equal in both problems,
but in the first problem (3.2) contributes III lSI = 1000 constraints while the
second problem only has 500 assignment constraints. The first problem is from
the case in which we varied the number of customers, which explains CPLEX's
difficulty in solving such problems in a reasonable amount of time.
3.2.6 Conclusion
In this section we introduced and formulated the SB-RPtvIP-EFC, and solved
the problem using Ar-.lPL/CPLEX and a C++ heuristic. We found that
CPLEX's usefulness was limited rather quickly by what we considered to be
reasonably sized problems because of excessive run times. Problems with large
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numbers of customers or scenarios were the most difficult for CPLEX to solve
because the assignment constraints greatly increased the size of the problem.
These difficulties illustrate the importance of heuristics like the one we dis-
cussed in this section, which in most cases found a solution within 1% of
optimality at a fraction of CPLEX's run time.
Our computational results showed that the expected failure cost increased
roughly linearly with the number of customers in the system and that there is a
limit to the decrease in expected failure cost that can be obtained by increasing
the number of potential facility sites because the area becomes "saturated."
While the number of scenarios did not have any direct impact on the objective,
the number of failures per scenario was positively correlated to the expected
failure cost.
3.3 Maximum Failure Cost Problem
3.3.1 Introduction
The Scenario-based Reliability i\la..ximum Failure Cost problem (SB-RPi\lP-
i\lFC) is similar in concept and formulation to the SB-RPi\lP-EFC. Instead
of minimizing the stochastic expected failure cost objective, we minimize the
robust maximum failure cost objective across scenarios. One advantage of the
robust formulation is that probability information for the scenarios is not re-
quired. Recall that this discrete distribution is often difficult to identify in
practice and its inaccuracy may skew the results of the stochastic model. In
this robust model we instrad focus on controlling the worst-C[l."e failure cost.
which results from realizations of the specified scrnarios. A disadvantagr of
t his met hod is that thr solut ion ma~' place tmnece~sary weight on a particular
\mrst-c~."e and highly unlikely scenario that giws the excessive failure cost
because all scenariCls ,~H' considered equally. This tends to make the solu-
tion more conse[\·,~tin' than the expected r.~ilure cost case. as shown by our
computational results in Section 3.3.5.
3.3.2 Notation
The only new notation introduced in the SB-RPMP-MFC is V, the maximum
failure cost (transportation cost) across scenarios. Because of the minimax
problem structure, V appears in both the objective function and constraints,
which are explained in the next section. Also note that the parameter qs,
which represented the discrete probability distribution of scenario occurrence,
is not utilized in this formulation. All other parameters and decision variables
remain the same.
3.3.3 Formulation
The SB-RP~lP-~lFC is formulated as:
x) E {O.l}
}i)., E {O.l}
LX)=P
;EJ
LLil,di)Yij , S V
iEI )EJ
minimize
subject to L}';js = 1
jEJ
(3.7)
\Ii E I, \Is E 5 (3.8)
\Ii E 1, \Ij E J, \Is E 5 (3.9)
(3.10)
\Is E 5 (3.11)
Vj E J (3.12)
Vi E I. Vj E J. \Is E 5 (3.13)
Con~trnints (3.11) force \. to be at least as great as the failure cost for C\'Cr~'
~cenario and the objcctiw (3.7) seeks to minimize \. a." much as possible. l\ote
that \\'l' interpret F as the maximum failure cost. but by adding or multiplying
Constraint ~ (3.11) b~' a canst ant the problem can tran~formed to minimize the
ma.."imum regret. If \\'l' think of an .r-:u coordinate plane \\'ith the failure costs
011 till' .r-axis alll1 scenarios on the ,1l-axis. constraints \~).11) dcf1nl' f' f,lihtrl,
··w
costs and the vertical line at x = V marks the largest of these costs. The
objective is to pull this line as close to the y-axis as possible. The remaining
constraints are identical to the SB-RPMP-EFC and are interpreted in the same
manner in this model.
3.3.4 Solution Methods
We again took two approaches to solve the SB-RPMP-MFC: modeling the
problem in AMPL/CPLEX and developing a heuristic based on the greedy
algorithm and exchange heuristic. The AMPL model can be found in Appendix
B. The greedy heuristic is identical to the one discussed in Section 3.2.4 for
the EFC case, since both models compute transportation costs from customers
to facilities in the same manner, and the specific objectives and scenarios are
not yet considered.
The exchange heuristic is modified slightly from Section 3.2.4 in the way
that the objectivc function is calculatcd and improvcments are evaluated. In
the }.IFC case, an improvcmcnt in thc objective means that the mlLximUIll fail-
ure cost across all sccnarios has decrcased. \Vhen swaps are being considercd,
the failurc cost in cvery sccnario is computcd and the largest cost is compared
to the current objective value. a..'i opposed to the weighted sum of failure costs
across scenarios as in the EFC case.
3.3.5 Computational Results
Data Set Modification
We tested the SB-RP:'IP-:'IFC with the same random dnta sets discussed
in Section 3.2.5. but with OIll' minor modification. The parameter q.' (the
prnbabilit~· that scenario s occurs) was dclctrd from the dnta files bccausl'
we computed t hl' \\'orst C<1Sl'. instead of expected. failure costs. CPLEX had
mlleh greater dillieulty sl1h'ing this problem becausr of its minimax structure.
so our maximum allo\\',1hlc run time quickl~' becamc a limiting factor during
·n
the preliminary testing as illustrated in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.3.
Our initial data set with five scenarios (four failure scenarios and one nor-
mal scenario), in which five facilities failed per failure scenario, proved to be
insufficient to test this model because there were numerous facilities that did
not fail in any scenario. CPLEX simply opened those facilities because they
had zero failure costs, which made the maximum failure cost across scenarios
identical to the expected failure cost. We experimented with several options
that forced CPLEX to open facilities that failed in at least one scenario to
determine a base case that would produce more interesting results. Our main
concern in choosing an appropriate base case was the increase in run time
required for solving the more complex problems. We decided to increase the
number of facility failures per scenario from five to ten. The facilities that
failed were still assigned randomly, but the data set was reviewed and ad-
justed to guarantee that every facility failed in at least one scenario. All other
parameters in the base case remained the same.
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Fail/ CPLEX CPLEX Greedy Exchange C++
I J P S Scen Cost RT (s) Cost Cost RT (s) % Error
100 50 5 5 5 85222 14 113591 85225 5 0.00%
200 50 5 5 5 555849 272 749807 561431 4 1.00%
300 50 5 5 5 1018498 382 1258050 1018705 7 0.02%
400 50 5 5 5 1527688 403 2360511 1527688 11 0.00%
500 50 5 5 5 2000093 388 2551097 2022777 17 1.13%
600 50 5 5 5 > 600 3192153 2528063 13
100 50 5 5 5 85222 14 113591 85225 5 0.00%
100 100 5 5 5 84364 68 88593 84364 9 0.00%
100 200 5 5 5 80366 274 126601 80366 24 0.00%
100 300 5 5 5 > 600 85635 79963 36
100 50 1 5 5 193609 12 312244 193609 0 0.00%
100 50 5 5 5 85222 14 113591 85225 5 0.00%
100 50 5 5 5 85222 14 113591 85225 5 0.00%
100 50 5 10 5 > 600
100 50 5 5 5 85222 14 113591 85225 5 0.00%
100 50 5 5 10 94681 143 141536 97907 4 3.41%
100 50 5 5 15 > 600 141536 97907 5
Tablc 3.3: SB-RPi\IP-MFC data, original data sct.
Algorithm Performance
Thc rcviscd data sct provcd to bc vcry difficult for CPLEX to solvc; cvcn
thc basc casc rcquircd ovcr fivc minutcs of computation timc. Bccausc our
maximum allowablc rtm timc limited thc number of CPLEX data points too
sevcrcly to adcquatcl~' analyzc thc results, wc dccidcd to tcst with our C++
heuristic sincc it pcrformed ncar optimally during initial test runs at a fraction
of the rtm time. The failure costs (objectivc valucs) and rtm times of the EFC
and :-'IFC heuristics for the case in which the number of customers in the
systl'm was incrca..'>ed arc shown in Tablc 3.4. Note that the :-'IFC problem
was significant l~' more di!l1cult to sol\"(' than the EFC problem. ns indicated
b~' t he longer rtm t imcs.
·13
SB-RPMP-EFC SB-RPMP-MFC
Greedy Exchange C++ Greedy Exchange C++
I Cost Cost RT (s) Cost Cost RT (s)
100 100756 97448 1 141536 119218 3
200 702175 625442 2 1483165 791117 8
300 1328479 1138086 3 3222552 1457750 7
400 1879156 1718002 4 2862235 2047298 13
500 2573117 2300492 4 4376443 2723991 16
600 3197868 2787138 7 5387908 3682564 18
Table 3.4: Comparison of EFC and MFC Heuristic Performance.
Results
Figure 3.9 plots the results from our testing with the larger data set for the
case where the number of customers in the system was increased. These curves
more closely matched our intuition about the behavior of the expected and
worst-case failure cost models, namely, that the costs are greater in the !\lFC
case. Note that the IlHudmum failure cost deviated from the expected failure
cost when facilities that failed in one or more scenarios were forced to be in-
cluded in the solution. As an aside, we noticed that the number of facility
failures per scenario was positi\'cly correlated with the gap between the ex-
pected and ma.ximum failure costs. This is because the worst-case scenario
cost was tempered by the smaller failure costs in the expected ca.<;e, whereas
the maximum failure cost objectiw was based only on the worst-case cost,
which increased wit h t he number of failures per scenario. These results are
shown in Figure 3.10.
3.3.6 Conclusion
In this section we introduced and formulated the SB-RP~IP-~IFC.and soh-cd
the problem using A~IPL/CPLEX and a C++ heuristic. Because the data set
that wns used to solw the EFC models had too few facility failures per scennrio
to illustrate the properties of this model. \H' inerensed the ntlmber of failures
so tl\;1t cwry facilit~· fnilcd in ,1t 1e'1St onc sccllnrio. As nllticip'ltcd. the ~IFC
models showed more conservative solutions (higher failure costs) than the EFC
models. We also found that CPLEX had a great deal of difficulty dealing with
the minimax problem structure, and the excessive run times necessitated the
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use of heuristics. As with the EFC case, our heuristics found solutions within
1% of optimality the majority of the time, with an average percent error of
0.34%. The average percent error is lower than in the EFC case, but we also
have fewer data points for comparison.
3.4 Scenario-based p-Robust Stochastic Reli-
ability Problem
3.4.1 Introduction
The Scenario-based ]>-Robust Stochastic Reliability problem (SB-]>-S-RPtvlP)
is a reliability version of the Stochastic ]>-Robust problem (]>-SPMP) developed
by Snyder and Daskin (2003). This performance measure emphasizes the ad-
vantages of stochastic and robust optimization methods by combining them
into a model that has a stochastic objective, but minimax constraints, similar
to those found in the SB-RPi\IP-i\IFC, that bound the scenario (not expected)
failure costs. This problem is also very similar to the SB-RPi\IP-EFC because
we again minimize expected failure cost across scenarios. The parameter p
bounds the relati\'C regret in each scenario. Regret in this context refers to the
difference between the model's solution, based on uncertainty, and the optimal
solution, had the facility failures been known a prim'i. In the same manner as
Snyder and Daskin (2003). we consider a solution ]>-robust if:
~(") ~.
-,IIO ~.\ --c;
~. . ':5:]J
or equivalent l~·.
.:,(X) ':5: (1 + p).:: (3.15)
in which X is a fea:-iblc solution with ohjecti\'C .:.,(X) and .:.: is the optimal
objecti\'C for scenario.~ E S. In our ca:-e .:,(X) = I:'EI LJE.! h,d,)):)., Y.- E S.
The modeler C\1\ \',H~' jI in the range [0. x): if p = 0 the solution nmst be
optinwl ill C\'C1'." scen;1I'io .~ E S. If p --> x ,md 151 = 1. the problem reduces
·1Li
to the PMP, and if p --t 00 and lSI # 1, the problem reduces to the SB-
RPMP-EFC. In general, as p decreases, the cost in each scenario approaches
the optimal scenario cost (zs(X)), but the cost of the system and the difficulty
in solving the problem increases. Note that Snyder and Daskin (2003) also
utilize a scenario-based approach, but their scenarios depict uncertainty in
customer demands and transportation costs, not facility failures.
3.4.2 Notation
The notation for the SB-p-S-RPrvlP builds on that presented in Section 3.2.2
for the SB-RPMP-EFC. We add two additional parameters (p and z;), as
discussed above, to create the "p-robustness" constraint. It is important to
note that z; must be calculated for every scenario s E S prior to solving this
problem. This can be done by solving the Pr--.lP lSI times, in which the data
set is adjusted to account for the facility failures in the given scenario s. For
instance, if J = {I ,2,3,4,5} and in a particular scenario facilities 2 and 4 fail,
we would solve the P~lP as if J = {I ,3,5}.
3.4.3 Formulation
The SB-p-S-RPMP is formulated as follows:
minimize
subject to
L L L qshjdjj Yijs
jEI jEJ sES
L Yij, = 1
jEJ
Vi E I,Vs E S
(3.16)
(3.17)
Yijs ~ X j (1 - ajs) Vi E I, Vj E J, "Is E S (3.18)
LXj=P (3.19)
jEJ
LLhjdjjYijs ~ (1 +p)z; "Is E S (3.20)
jEI jEJ
Xj E {O, 1} Vj E J (3.21)
Yi) .• E {O, 1} Vi E I, Vj E J, "Is E S (3.22)
The objective (3.16) calculates the expected failure cost across scenarios.
Constraints (3.20) bound the failure cost of the uncertainty solution in every
scenario to be no more than 100p% from optimal. Also note the distinction
between p, the desired robustness level, and P, the number of facilities to
locate. All other constraints remain the same as in the SB-RP~lP-EFC.
3.4.4 Solution Methods
As with the EFC and i\lFC problems, we soh'ed the SB-p-S-np~lP in
Ai\lPL/CPLEX and dewloped a heuristic based on the greedy algorithm and
exchange heuristic. The A;-'lPL model can be found in Appendix C. The
greedy heuristic is again identical to the one used in the EFC case (Section
3.2.·1). since' both modds compute transportation costs from c\lstomers to
facilities in the same manner. and the specific objectiws and scenarios arc not
~'et considered.
The exchange heuristic "'as modified slightl~' from the EFC case because of
the p-rolH1stncss constraint. The objectiw function b calculated and improw-
ments ,He e\',1luatnl as described in Scction 3...::!.·1, but the potential swap must
·IS
first pass a stricter feasibility check before it is tested to see whether it reduces
the objective. In addition to verifying that all open facilities do not fail in any
scenarios, the candidate objective must also be within the maximum allowable
regret (100p%) of the optimal solution in all scenarios. If these conditions are
not met, the swap is discarded and the heuristic continues to the next pair of
swapped open and closed facilities.
3.4.5 Computational Results
Data Set Modification
We began testing the SB-p-S-RPr-.rp with the random 50 facility, 100 customer,
5 scenario data set that was described in Section 3.2.5, but encountered a
problem similar to the one that occurred with the MFC problem, described
in Section 3.3.5, because there were too many facilities in the data set that
did not fail in any scenario. As a result, the benefit of allowing the expected
failure cost to deviate 100p% from optimality was not illustrated by our initial
results because CPLEX was not forced to open facilities that had a positive
failure cost. We again adjusted the data set as described in Section 3.3.5.
Results
We started with an initial p-robustness level of 0.01, and found that CPLEX
reported integer infeasibility. We then varied ]J over the range (0,1) and found
that the problem was generally infeH.'iible for small values of p. but once the
p-robustness lewl \\'as increased high enough, an integer solution was found.
The expected failure cost remained constant ewn as p wns increased toward
1. till' maximum \·alue. Our results arc illustrated in Tnble 3.5.
\\"e concluded that our scenarios \\we still not diwrse enough to capture
tht' desired lwh;n'ior of till' SB-p-S-RP:-'lr. namely. that the expected failure
cost increases as p inerea."cs. \\"e \H'rt' not able to prow this behavior \\'ith our
nw(lt'l for sewral n'"sons. The flrst is that the majority of the facilities onl~'
Failj AMPL Greedy Exchange
I J P S p Scen Cost Cost Cost
100 50 5 5 0.01 15 infeasible 100756 98516
100 50 5 5 0.05 15 infeasible 100756 97448
100 50 5 5 0.10 15 infeasible 100756 97448
100 50 5 5 0.20 15 infeasible 100756 97448
100 50 5 5 0.25 15 infeasible 100756 97448
100 50 5 5 0.50 15 95599 100756 97448
100 50 5 5 0.75 15 95599 100756 97448
100 50 5 5 1.00 15 95599 100756 97448
Table 3.5: SB-p-S-RPi-"lP data.
failed in one scenario, which kept the failure costs relatively minimal. We did
not observe a difference in the objective from the EFC model because the EFC
solution had already minimized regret. Small p values only made the problem
infeasible because a better solution did not exist, and increasing the p values
beyond the point of feasibility had no effect because the objective was already
optimized.
3.4.6 Conclusion
In t his section we introduced and formulated the SB-p-S-RPr.lP, and solved
the problem using Ar.lPLjCPLEX and a C++ heuristic. As in the i-.lFC
problem, our initial data set did not illustrate the desired properties of the
model. so we expanded the data set so that facilities that failed in one or marc
scenarios were forced to be part of the solution. \\'e concluded that our data
set still did not cncompass enough facility failures because for small values of
p. t hc problems became infeasible. and once a p valuc \\'as reached that made
thl' problcm feasibk. thc object iw failed to improw.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
This thesis combined clements of robust, stochastic, and reliable optimization
models and developed three new reliability performance measures. Our models
incorporate scenario planning methods, which to date have been reserved for
stochastic and robust optimization models. The scenarios capture supply-
side uncertainty since they represent various combinations of facility failures.
Our formulations allow decision-makers greater flexibility because multiple
simultaneous facility failures and dependencies in the failures can be modeled.
The first measure combined stochastic and reliable optimization techniques
to minimize the expected failure cost of a system. The second minimized the
ma.ximum failure cost across scenarios, and is classified as robust and reliable
because of the problem's minimlLx structure. The third measure, a reliability
wrsion of Snyder and Daskin's (2003) stochastic p-robust model. blended all
three types of opt imizat ion. For each performance measure we formulated and
di~cl1s~ed the model, dewloped A~lPL/CPLEX and C++ heuristics to solw
the problem. ann proyiejpd computational results.
~luch \york can be done to enrich and dewlop new facilit~· location modeb
that encompass stochastic. robust, and reliab!l' optimization techniques. For
in~tal1ce. it may Ill' intere~ting to tab' the~e modeb one step further and
incorpor,'te dell1,HHI-~idl'tlllcerL,int~· into t he ~ccnarios. :\ !)L1ssiblc "pplicatil1n
might Ill' ~ittwtions in which demands ch,mge b"sed 011 the ;n-;,iL1hilitv of
51
various facilities.
We also considered developing reliability versions of other existing stochas-
tic and robust problems. One measure of particular interest is Daskin, Hesse,
and ReVelle's (1997) a-Reliable P-Minimax Regret model. This model would
blend robust and reliable optimization techniques by minimizing the worst-
case failure cost over some subset of all scenarios called the "reliability set."
The model endogenously places scenarios whose total probability is at least a
from the exogenously specified set S into the reliability set. The parameter a
is specified by the modeler and can be thought of as the percentage of reality
considered by the model, or the desired "a-reliability" level. Recall from Sec-
tion 2.7 that in this case reliability actually refers to a measure of robustness
because we are searching for a solution that will perform well in at least 1000'%
of the originally specified scenarios.
This performance measure is important because it addresses the main
weakness of the SB-RPr-,lP-MFC, namely, that the solutions are overly con-
servative because unnecessary emphasis is placed on minimizing the excessive
costs of highly unlikely scenarios. It is also preferable to the SB-RP!\IP-EFC
because that problem calculates a long-run average cost, and in practice "av-
erage" conditions rarely occur.
It would also be interesting to further test the models presented here with
actual data sets, such as those described in Daskin (1995) to gain insights on
the effects on failure costs if entire regions of facilities failed simultaneously.
Perhaps our :\~IPL models could also be altered to produce more reasonable
run times. The list continues. and our hope is that this thesis has illustrated
the importance and potential applications of scenario-based reliability models
and sparked the reader's interest in continuing research in this area.
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Appendix A
AMPL Implementation of the
SB-RPMP-EFC
set I;
set J;
set S;
param q{S} >= 0;
param h{I} >= 0;
param d{I, J} >= 0;
param a{J,S} >= 0;
param P;
var X{J} binary;
var Y{S,I,J} >= 0;
minimize exp_failure_cost:
sum{s in S, i in I, j in J} q[s]*h[i]*d[i,j]*Y[s,i,j];
subject to OpenPFac:
sum{j in J} X[j] = P;
subject to AssignIfOpenAndNotFail{s in S, i in I, j in J}:
Y[s,i,j] <= X[j]*(1 - a[j,s]);
subject to AssignAllCust{i in I, s in S}:
sum{j in J} Y[s,i,j] = 1;
Appendix B
AMPL Implementation of the
SB-RPMP-MFC
set I;
set J;
set s;
param h{I} >= 0;
param d{I, J} >= 0;
param a{J,S} >= 0;
param P;
var X{J} binary;
var Y{S,I,J} binary;
var V;
minimize Max_Cost: V;
subject to OpenPFac:
sum{j in J} X[j] = P;
subject to AssignIfOpenAndNotFail{s in S, i in I, j in J}:
Y[s,i,j] <= X[j]*(l - a[j,s]);
subject to AssignAllCust{i in I, s in S}:
Sllill{j in J} Y[s, i ,j] = 1;
subject to BoundCost{s in S}:
V >= s~{i in I, j in J} h[i]*d[i,j]*Y[s,i,j];
Appendix C
AMPL Implementation of the
SB-p-S-RPMP
set I;
set J;
set s;
param q{S} >= 0;
param h{I} >= 0;
param d{I, J} >= 0;
param a{J,S} >= 0;
param P;
param p;
param z_star{S} >= 0;
var X{J} binary;
var Y{S,I,J} >= 0;
minimize total_cost:
sum{s in S, i in I, j in J} q[s)*h[i)*d[i,j)*Y[s,i,j);
subject to OpenPFac:
sum{j in J} X[j) = P;
subject to AssignIfOpenAndNotFail{s in S I i in I I j in J}:
Y[s , i ,j) <= X[j) *(1 - a [j ,s)) ;
subject to AssignAllCust{i in I, s in S}:
suw{j in J} Y[s,i,j) = 1;
subject to pRobust{s in S}:
SUl'J{i in I, j in J} h[i)*d[i,j)*Y[s,i,j) <= (1 + p)*z_star[s);
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